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Abstract, An n-plex of order p is an n-dimensional simpliclal complex with p Ssimplexes in 
which every maximal simplex has dimension or 0. An effective method is provided for LICU- 
lating the numbr:r si of n-plexes of order p, and all \alue,i of SF are compute I for p ‘; 9, thereby 
extending some results of Harary [ 1, 21 and Oberschelp [S]. Connected n-p!exes and selfcom- 
plementary n-plexes are also enumerated and some usefill asymptotic formulas are found. 
1. Introduction 
A simplicial complex of order p consists of a finite nonempty set V 
of p points and a collection of subsets of V called simpkxes such that 
every point is a simplex and every non-null subset of a simplex is one. 
The dime&w of a simplex S is ISI- 1; the dimension of a complex is 
the maximum dimension of its simplexes. 
while n-dimensional complexes have only been enumerated for rz = 1 
when these ibecome graphs (strictly speaking, graphs which are no: to- 
tally disconnected), there are other special cases which can be handled. 
In an n-plex, every maximal simplex has dimension  or 0 (see Fig. 1). 
Thus every graph is a 1-plex. In [ 3 ] , we enumerated connected acyclic, 
2-plexes. An indication of how to count n-plexes is given in [ 21, and 
Oberschelp I 51 found a formula for sg and calculated this number for 
p< 6. 
The complement of an n-plex K of or:ler p is also an n-pleat of order 
p denoted tly K. It has the same set of paints as K and its set of n-sirz- 
plexes consists precisely of those which are absent from K. When K and 
E are isomorphic, then K is called self-cc;mplementary. Thus the self- 
complementary 1-plexes are the self-complementary graphs. 
* The author wishes to thank Professor F. Harary for his many helpful suggestions in the grepa- 
ration of this article. The work ~3s supported in part by a grant from the National Science 
Foundar ion. 
** Original version received 5 Octobe: 1372. 
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Fig. 1. The four 2-plexes c f order 5 with three 2-simplexes. 
In this article an effective method is outlined for calculating the num- 
ber SF of n-plexes of order p and used to compute SF for p <, 9. Calcula- 
tion of ci, the number of connected n-plexes, and $, the number of 
self-complementary n-plexes follows easily. Finally, some asyplptotic re- 
sults are given for si, ci and $. 
Note th;\t pure or hornogeneou; n-dimensional s$implicial complexes 
are just n-plexes with no isolated points. Hence their number is $ -$_ 1. 
AN connected rt-plexes are pure for p > 1 and therefore ~22 seldom- 
plementary n-plexes are pure for p > n because they are connected. 
2. The enumeration theorem for n-plexes 
Let s;(x) be the counting polynomial for n-plexes of order p (i.e., p 
simplexes of dimension O), so by definition ; 
(1) s;(x) = 2%; kXk , , 
where sf: k is the number with k simplexes of di&mension N. Thus sb (x) 
coopts g&phs of order p with the number of lines as the enume:ration 
parameter. For example, 
(2) s:(x)= 1 +x+2$ +3x-3 +2.X4 +x5 +x6. 
It is easy to check that the 2-plexes of or.der 5 are enumerated by 
Note that the 4 2-plexes in Fig. 1 are eraumerlted by the coefficient 
of x3 in (31). Furthermore, it should be observed th.at s:(x) also counts 
graphs of order §. Specifically s:(x) = s: (x). !n general, j 
because ach n-simplex corresponds to a @-it--2)_simpiex by comple- 
mentation. 
In order to state the enumeration theorem of [ 1 9 21 for Pt-plexes 
which provides a convenie t expression for G(x), we require a few def- 
initions. Let A be a permutation ect set X = ( I, 2. . . . ,p). 
For each permuta ionatir:A,we note by jk(a) the number of cycles 
of length k in the 
A, denoted Z(?4), 
disjoint cycle decomposition of or. The CJ& ir&x elf 
s a polynomial in the variablesal , . . ..ap defined by 
To display the variables we often write Z[A, ak) or Z(A ; a 1, a2, . ..) (zp 1. 
Let A? denote the r-subsets of X. men the r-group of A, denoted 
A@) is the representation of A which acts on x(‘! That is, each permgta- 
tion’a in A induces a permutation a’ in A(“) such that for each r-subset 
(il, 1’2, l **s i,p j of xc’) , 
(6) cy’ (il, i2, . . . . i,} = {ail, ai,, . . . . ai,) . 
We always assume that r 5 p, so that x”) is not emp”iy. Note th;+t if 
r = p, then A(‘) reduces to the identity group s.nd if r < p, then A(‘) 
and A are isomorphic as abstract groups. Furthermore, A(‘) and A(P--‘) 
are identical permutation groups and hence their cycle indexes are the 
same: 
(7) 2&l(‘)) = Z(A(P-')). 
It was shown in [ l] that P6lya’s enumeration theorem [‘I] could 
be used to express the counting polynomial s#) for graphs in terms of 
the cycle index of the pair group Sk*) of the symmetric 
much the same manner can the follcwing more general result of’ [ 21 be 
proved. 
eorem. lllze counting polynomid SF (x) for n-plexes of order p 2 iz + I, 
is obtained on wbstituting 1 + xk for ad varia 
dex Z(Sr + ’ I); symbolically 
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The total number $ CII? n-plexes is &tained orl setting x = 1 in this 
formuka. 
To calculate 8: (x) frsna (8), we require the cycle index of Sk3). From 
(7) it f’ollows that Z(S5”‘) = Z(S&‘)), and the Batter cycle has already 
been used to count grapIls [ 1 ] . Therefore, ** 
It can be checked Cat on replacing each variable Q in (9) by 1 +.& 
one obtains $3 (x) slreal!.y displayed in (3). In the next section, the 
general problem of finding Z(S$)) is treated. 
3. The derivation of Lrz cycle index of SF) 
To apply the enumeraticn theorem (8) for n-plexes, the cycle index 
Z(&SF+l)) is required. The cierivation of an explicit formula for Z(Sk2)j 
for counting graphs may be found in a number of articles and books 
[ 1,2,4,5,9] .The corresponGg formula for Z(Sk3)) is a bit more com- 
plicated. To state it, we begin with some definitions. 
A partition of p is den otted by the vector (/j = (iI, j2, ..# , jp ), where 
jk is the number of pa.rts! equal to k. Thus 
Each permutation ar in Sp clurresponds to the partition (jj, where jk = 
jk (Q j for each k. S ince there a;*e h(j) = p!/(I& &jk ! j permutations in 
ST which determine the partition (j), the cycle index of Sp can be writ- 
ten 
where the sum is over all partitions (jj of p. Each monomial &aik in 
(I 1) corresponds to o;2e in Z(SFj) which depe Ids only the partition 
(jj and Y. Thus the cycle index of Z(S(‘~) can be expressezli as* n 
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Foi txirmpie? in this notation (alai )(‘) = a$$. 
The g.c.d. of k and m is denoted by (k, m) while the 1.c.r~ is [k, m] , 
In a manner analogous to the derivation of (IIa{k)(21. it can be shown 
that (I-IQ$$~) is a product of three monomials determine 
partitions of 3. Suppose Q in SP contributes IIa$ to Z(S,), while or’ in 
gP3) contributes (II a{k )(3) to Z(Si3)). The first monomial Ml is deter- 
mined by considering the cycles of ar’ whose 3-subsets have aN of their 
elements in the same cycle of d: 
(13) M, = n Qik h/k T--j (aki3 +k-,3)/6)ik . 
3tk 31k 
The second monomial M2 corresponds to the cycles of cll’ whose 3-sub- 
sets have two elements in one cycle of ar and one in a different cycle: 
1-l @k/2,m ) ,(k, m Mk - 2)l2 . 
even k#m [k/*,m 1 [km I 
The third monomial M3 incorporates the cycles of ar’ whose 3-sub- 
sets have each element in a different cycle of a: 
Finally, 
(16) ( ) r-1,$ (3) =M, M*M3 . 
k similar approach to find (IIa# )(4) is all the more cumbersome. 
The presentation of formula (16) can be simp!ified a bit 8s in [ 51 if one 
only specifies a formula fr? nent t, of a, in (fIa$ )f3J. en 
for small m, the values of P, can determined. Fo 
(17) 
/2 + 2j2j4 + jlj4 + i, . 
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It is much easier, however, to use the straightforward method out- 
lined next to find Z($?). Let 0’) be any partition of p and suppose (I! 
it A permutation whose disjoiint cycle decomposition coincides with 
(,/I, i.e., & = ;iJL (a) for each k. We seek the i:ycle structure of the inducted 
permutation a’ in + (+) ; that &s, for each k, we require & (a’). 
First we note that 
(18) jr (a’) = E II ($ ) , 
(0 k 
where the sum is over all partitions (i) = (iI, i, , . ..) of p. For r = 4, this 
formula yields 
Next, (18) is used to cornput e :: (3’) for each term in Z(SP ). 
Now we select any partitiorr (i) of p and suppose that p is a perrmuta- 
tiorl associated with this partition. Thus the contribution to Z(SP ) of 
p is I&$ Thzn the contribution of any power 13~ is . 
For example, with 13 = 8 and p = (1) (234) (5678), the contributiisns to 
Z(S, ) of pm are disjplsyed in column 2 of Table 1. Having already found 
iI far’) for each term in Z(SP ), we have iI ((pm )‘) for each m (see column 
3 in Table 1). 
Next we use the formula 
successively with m = ” +3,4_, . . to calculate im @‘). Thus the. contribution 
to Z($)) of /3’ is dete: fl* ined. Finally, the contributions of (p’)” acre 
found for different terms by i&-~g the expression (20). In the example 
of Table 1) the contributioils IX z(u”I;“) of 6 of ,the 22 types of pe:rmu!~~- 
tions in Ss are derived by this PDrocedure. The process is rep Lated with 
a new term from Z(SP) until trmination. The cycle index formulas in 
thts Appendix were all derived in this manner. ‘Ihis completes the E=alcu- 
lation of’%’ indexes Z&Y!)) for p <, 9. 
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Table 1 
_- 
cmtribution iI (&Y) contribution 
to ZGj) to Z(SJ4$ 
P4 
PS 
P6 
10 
2 
14 
P 
10 a ldia3 L 
P 11 ala:.n4 2 
P 12 ai 70 01 70 
._ -^- 
4. CalculaGm of the number of rt-plexes 
From the enumeration theorem (8) and the cycle index formula 
for Z(S(,3,) (see Appendix), it follows that 2-plexes of order 6 ?.re count- 
ed by the I:‘olynomial obtained from Z(Si?)) by substituting 1 + xk for 
each varii:ble ak in this cycle index (see [ 5, p. 691): 
(22) s; cldlr) = 1+x+3x2~7x~-t21x~+43x5+5)4~~+~.~l~~+24~x_~ 
+312X9 +352X’0+312x’1+...+~~9+~~20 . 
Since the! total number $ of n-plexes is obtained by setting x = 1 in 
(8), si can be ob tained by replacing each variable in Z(sF’ I)) by 2,* The 
fc>rmulas ir the Appendix were used in this way to calculate some of the 
en!ties in Iable %. It follows from (4) that these together with the table 
for graphs !.n [4: complete the calculation of all values of $, for p L 9. 
The latter are all displayed in Table 2. 
Let ci bc. the number of connected rz-plexes of order p. Then just as 
for graphs (see [ 1,4] ), c5 can be calculated from the next two equations 
in whichb, = ! and p is the Mebius function Hence 
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P-1 
(23) b, =$-(1/p> c kb&_, 
k=l 
(24) p = ‘P 
c PW 
dlP d b p/d l 
These equations were used to compute C$ for Table 3. 
Exactly the same method u.sed to count self-complementary graphs 
[4, S] serves to determine the number 3; of self-complementary kt-plexcs 
of order p : 
(25) *F; = qsf+l); 0,2.0,2, .. . ). 
With the cycle indexes Z(SF!) at our disnzsl D 
values of 3;; for p 5 9 which have not already 
it is easy to compute all 
been calculated for graphs. 
All 3; for !I .< 9, are displayed in Table 4 since .$ = SF:-“- 2. 
Table 4 
Self-complementar!; n-pke I i;ii p 5 9 
--------- --- - 
n 
- -3 P 1 2 3 ---- 
1 1 1 1 
2 0 i 1 
3 0 0 1 
4 I 1 1 0 
5 
6 i 
2 2 0 
0 40 0 
7 0 0 0 
8 10 703760 128 
9 36 131328 i63A4 
There are no self-complementary n-plexes unless (,$ j is even, and hence 
several (entries in Table 4 are zero. Note the coincidence l;hat $ = d, ) 
the number of self-lcompknentary dig,raphs. ‘PCs happens because the 
polynomiat8 Z(Si3); 0, a2, 0, a4, . . . ) is identical 10 the corresponding 
p&ynomial used for self-complementary dig q+s, but it won’t happen 
again because (,f 1 )I =p@--l)onlywhenp=8andn=:!or4. 
1386 
9. Asymptotic 
Asymptotic formulas for: ttle 1 lumber $ of graphs have bets: found 
by several aW,ors including!: P&a and Obers&elp [ 51. For example, 
1 
(26b s; = &‘/p!) (1 -II- 0 (p2/2p)) , 
and the details of the -uerif$ation of this formula of [ 51 can also be 
found in 1;4, Chapjter 91. ‘TEe same tec!rniques :serrie to obtain the folo 
lowing generalitaGon of (Zdi) for n-ple~es of order p: 
Next we sketch 3 proof 0.” (27). Let Q[ be a permutation in Sp corre- 
sponding to the partition (j) of pb. The induced permutation in SF+:) 
is (Y’ and the total number of cycles of cy’ is denoted e,(j), i.e., 
(28) enti)= T jk(a’) l
Then it follows from (8) that 
Suppose CY. and p in !“p have the same number ~‘--rn of fixed points 
2nd j2 3) = fm, Then the rumber of cycles of p’ e:uceTds the num 9er 
of cycles of CII’ : 
e,O’)Le,,@--~~~,~m,0 ).) . . . 
From (29), (30) and the fact that the number of permutations of p c;b- 
jects with exactly p-,e objects :Gxed i$, less than or equal to JI!&I--M)! 
(see [ 9, p. 53]), we have the following upper bound for $ : 
5. Asymptotic results for n-plexes 
When jl (9) = p-m and j@) = $m, 
(33) e,@-in, +m, 0, . ..) = jl I/3’) + jz(p’) 
and 
(34) iI@') + 2i@')= &I . 
Therefore 
(3% e,@-m, Im, 0, . ..) = ~,z;',1H2W 9 
and we can obtain another upper bound far $ by finding a lower bound 
for j2 (p’). In fact, it is easy to show th2t 
(36) j2 (p’) > j2 (fl) ti (Pri2(P)-1). 
Therefore, when p is sufficiently large, 
(37) j@‘) 2 3m(p-3m--11, 
and since m 5 p, 
Now using both (37) and (38), the upper bound on $ can be writ- 
ten as 
For large p, :!he sums on the right side of (39) are easily shown to be 
bounded by p2/2p. since 2’(n%)/p! is a lowe bound for s;, formula 
(27) is verified. As in the case n = 1 for graphs, this formula can be im- 
proved by using more contributions of permMc”tions with fewer fixed 
points. 
Just as for graphs, it follows from (23) (24) and (27) that almost 
all r+lexes are connected (compare C; and 3; in Table 3). Furthermore, 
lexes have the identity auto hism grou he proofs 
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of these assei-tions for graphs [43 are easily modified to obtain the 
general result. 
Jfhere are also some asyKlpt0tic results for self-complementary 2-
plcxes. The proofs are similar to those used in f6] for self-com.plemen- 
tary grzphs and digraphs. The number $ = 0 only when (5) k odd, and 
thus only when p = 3 (mod -4). For an even number 2~ of points, 
b@CiiUSC the dominating term from formula (25) com~es fxom the parti- 
tion of 2~ with p parts equal to 2. 
With 4p + 1 points, we have 
(419 12 J4p+l - 
2PU6P2- 1 %/fj /(29r;r)! 
and the dominating term arises from the l,artition with one part equal 
to 1, and the rest 4. 
6. CJnsolved problems 
We conclude by mentioning again [ 1,4] the unsolved enumeration 
problem for 2-dimensional simplicial complexes. 
Let spqr be the total number of complexes with dimension at most 2 
with ,D points (O-simplexes), q lines (1 Amplexes j and r triangles (20sim- 
plexes9. Let +,y) = Zspqr My’ be the counting poliynomial for those 
of order p. For p = 4, this polynomial is 
(429 S$. y) - I, +x +2X2-(_~3(3~~~)+x4(2+y9~x5~1 +y+y2) 
+x+6(1 +y+y2 +y3 +yq . 
The problem is to determine J’$x, ~79 for arbitrary pa 
It appears that most lin 23 of ,:.nost 2-dimensional simplicilA conl- 
plexes are faces of triangles, I$ so, it would follow that these are asymp- 
totic to 2-p%exes, i.e. 
(439 
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Appendix. Fomulas for Z(S@)) P 
The formulas for Z(Sp ) and Z(S$2J) for p < 10, are in /41. Because of 
the relation (7), there are only 6 others forp 5 9 and they are stated 
here. This list has proved helpful in many of the calculations for this 
paper and may be of some value in an attack on the problem of count- 
ing simplicial complexes. 
Z(Si3)) = (1/6!)(af” + 1 Saya; + 40aiaTj + 45a:a!j + 9Oaijai + 12Oaia:ai 
+ 144&j + 15ai* + 9Oagai + 4Oaia!j + 12&,ai). 
Z(S$3)) =(1 /7!)(af5 + 21ai5a!* -I- 7Oafu:* -I- 105aTai4 + 21Qla@a L 
f 420a~aza~a~ + 504~1: + 105afa:6 + 630alaqai 
+ 280a2a1 l + 84Oa 1 3 ,,,a~+210ala~a~a~+504a53uTo 
+ 42Oa, aiai + 72Oa$. 
Z(Sk3)) =(1 /8!)(aT6 + 28af6ai5 -)- 11243: la;5 + 2 1 Ou: 2aij2 + 42Ou;‘a;ai i 
+ 1 120a5a3a7a4 + 1344-a 1 l + 42C$ai5 1. ,2 6 1 5 
+ 2520a2a5al l + 11 2Qa2a18 f 3360a,a:ai ?. 2 4 1 3 
+ 1680a3a4a3afb + 4OQa &I3 + 3360a1a2a3ata6a:2 1236 .. 1 5 10 
+ 576Oa; + 105ai’ + ! ~!Gfk$a~ + 112Qzfaiai 
+ 3360a2az + .2688alaiaf5 + 1260~:~ -f 5040~1:). 
(3) Z(Sg ) = (1/9!jta, ” 84 I- 3tii2ai1 + 16&f1a$1 + 3’y8afcai2 + 75&~“a~a~6 
+ 252OaTa:a:‘ai c 3024aiat6 + 1260a:*az7 
+ 7560a:atai6 + 3360afaz7 + 756Oa:aiagaz 
+ 945a4a4; 1 2 + 10080ala2a~a~2 + 18144a~a,a~u&, 
+ 1512&z a2a3a% a4 
1 2 3 4 6 12 
+ 25920d2 + 1 1340a2uga’6 7 124 
-I 10080a~a:3a~ + 3024Oa, qa3ai3 + 241 9201a3a;a& 
-r 1 134&2a2c’ 2 4 + 45360a4aiok 2320alla~a~*a~ c 
-t 9072u~a~a~o f 15 1 Xi, a$a3azaia:2 + 2592Ou;’ 
+ 2240afaz7 + 2016%qa2a~a~2 + 18144a4a:a,,a&, 
+ 4032Oa,az ). 
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